Changing the AR15 rear sight:

Make sure gun is unloaded. This is you responsibility!

Adjust the original sight all the way to the right side.

Start by placing rifle on left side, over towel (there will be a small ball bearing and index spring under adjustment knob).

Take a small punch, the size of the drift pin that is thru the adjustment knob, and drift it out.

Lift off the adjustment knob and catch the ball bearing and spring that is in it. Unscrew the windage screw and remove the original sight.

Insert the CQB notch/peep sight and depress the sight spring to start the windage screw. Turn the windage screw until it protrudes enough to reinstall the windage drum. Align the holes in the windage screw and drum, and then replace the roll pin.

It is best to place the firearms on its left side and place the ball bearing on the gun and then place the adjustment knob down on the ball bearing.

You now have a great Close Quarters Battle sight. I recommend the peep sight for distances past 15 yards.